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1. Introduction
1.1. The workshop
Following three previous workshops this 4th International Coordination Workshop of the of
the Coastal Ocean and Shelf Seas Task Team (COSS-ICW4) extends its scope to engage closer
with the observation community and was organised as a joint event inviting representatives
from ARCOM (Altimetry for Regional and Coastal Ocean Models) establishing stronger
community links. This document summarizes the workshop structure, the material that was
presented as well as the outcomes from the discussions.
The workshop attendees included COSS-TT members (or substitutes), scientists from the
broader COSS community and the ARCOM community, as well as interested members of the
regional/coastal ocean monitoring and forecasting communities.
The event opened with four presentations providing an introduction to the upcoming week.
Kirsten Wilmer-Becker welcomed all attendees and provided information about the plans for
the week, including venues, local hosts and social events. This was followed by a welcome and
short overview of MARETEC (Marine Environment & Technology Center) presented by Prof.
Ramiro Neves, who focused specifically on the education system and the coastal prediction
system MOHID as one of the research fields of MARETEC (modelling maps, modelling charts,
beach forecast, and weather forecast). The GOV Patrons’ Group was represented by
Masafumi Kamachi, MRI-JMA and Pierre-Yves Le Traon, Ifremer/Mercator Ocean who
provided a short introduction to GODAE OceanView, the role of the Patrons Group, the task
teams, and the patrons’ vision for the COSS-TT. Finally the COSS-TT co-chairs, Pierre De Mey
and Villy Kourafalou, introduced the task team membership, goals and achievements so far,
reviewed results and the focus areas of the TT, the objectives of this workshop in the
perspective of the GOV review, and the tentative ARCOM Terms of Reference.

1.2. Our host
The workshop was held at the Institute Superior Tecnico (IST) in Lisbon, Portugal from 31
August – 4 September 2015, and hosted by MARETEC, the IST Research Centre for Marine,
Environment and Technology. Particular thanks go to Francisco Campuzano and Sara Freitas,
IST/MARETEC who invested a lot of time and effort in organising the event, the dinner and all
the local activities including the excellent tour on the Tagus River.

1.3. Presentations
All presentations from the workshop are available on the GOV website at:
https://www.godae-oceanview.org/outreach/meetings-workshops/task-team-meetings/cosstt-workshop-2015/presentations/.
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2. Workshop objectives
The main foci on the workshop were the four ICW4 science sessions (listed below), matching
the COSS-TT Focus Activities, and some specific sessions organised by the ARCOM
community for their own pilot workshop. All these provided an opportunity for discussions
and exchange on science and technical details, as well as on the question of how to continue
and improve collaboration within the task team and with the COSS community.
The four ICW4 Science sessions (described in more detail in section 3.) covered:
1. Progress of ongoing coastal ocean forecasting science and projects in the world
coastal oceans (22 papers/presentations)
2. Applications in coastal oceans, and science in support of those applications (7
papers/presentations)
3. Data and metrics to assess the added value of downscaling
(session co-organized by the COSS-TT, the IV-TT, and the EU COST-EOS WG4 project)
(10 papers/presentations + two discussion slots)
4. Linkages with other groups (3 presentations)
including 13 poster submissions on various topics.
The ARCOM sessions were organised under the title: Using altimetry products in
regional/coastal ocean models for assimilation and validation and included 12
papers/presentations. Please see section “4. ARCOM workshop” for details.

2.1.

COSS-TT Membership

The TT membership was updated at the 2015 workshop. The current list of members is
provided below:
No

Name

Institution, City

Country

1

Barth, Alexander

U. Liège

Belgium

2

Bricheno, Lucy

NOC Liverpool

UK

3

Chao, Yi

RSS and UCLA, Los Angeles, CA

USA

4

(Not nominated)

DFO

Canada

5

Choi, Byoung-Ju

Kunsan National U.

Korea

6

Cirano, Mauro

REMO, Rio de Janeiro

Brazil

7

Charria, Guillaume

IFREMER / Previmer, Brest

France

8

De Mey, Pierre (co-chair)

CNRS / LEGOS, Toulouse

France

9

Dufau, Claire

CLS, Toulouse

France
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10

Edwards, Chris

UCSC, Santa Cruz

USA

11

He, Ruoying

NCSU, Raleigh, NC

USA

12

Herzfeld, Mike

CSIRO, Hobart

Australia

13

Hirose, Naoki

Kyushu U., Fukuoka

Japan

14

Hole, Lars

Norwegian Meteorological Institute

Norway

15

Gan, Jianping

Hong Kong U. of S&T

China

16

Kamachi, Masafumi

JMA/MRI

Japan

17

Kourafalou, Villy (co-chair)

U. Miami / RSMAS, Miami, FL

USA

18

Kurapov, Alexander

Oregon State U. / COAS, Corvallis, OR

USA

18

Levier, Bruno

Mercator Ocean

France

20

Liu, Guimei

NMEFC, Beijing

China

21

O’Dea, Enda

UK Met Office, Exeter

UK

22

Oddo, Paolo

CMRE, La Spezia

Italy

23

Pinardi, Nadia

U. Bologna

Italy

24

Pullen, Julie

Stevens Institute of technology

USA

25

Richman, Jim

(No affiliation)

USA

26

Stanev, Emil

HZG, Hamburg

Germany

27

Van der Westhuysen, André

NOAA/NWS/NCEP

USA

28

Zhu, Jiang

IAP, Beijing

China

Table 1: Task Team membership, September 2015

2.2.

Goals and activities of the COSS-TT

The Coastal and Shelf Seas Task Team (COSS-TT) is one of the GODAE OceanView task
teams. It fosters international collaboration to advance science and applications in support
of coastal ocean forecasting, focuses on coastal and shelf dynamics, open ocean processes
that control shelf break exchanges, as well as land-sea interactions through estuaries and
inlets, and aims to help achieve a seamless transition framework from the global to the
coastal scales.
Three workshops helped define priority areas where science is needed for the development
of Coastal Ocean Forecasting Systems:


Monitoring of physical and biogeochemical parameters in coastal regions (in
particular permanent/long-term)



Development of fine-scale coastal ocean models



Integration: Downscaling the ocean estimation problem from large-scale to coastal7

scale models, data and forcings, coastal data assimilation and prediction, consistent
validation metrics


Coastal-scale atmosphere-waves-ocean couplings



Ecosystem response to the physical drivers (added at ICW3)



Probabilistic approaches and risk assessment in the coastal ocean, including extreme
events.

Activities and achievements of the COSS-TT include the following:


The Task Team acts as a link between the international Coastal Ocean Forecasting
community and GODAE OceanView.



A Coastal Systems Information Table is available but must be updated (last update
May 2014).



Four International Coordination Workshops have been organized so far; these have
been successfully embraced by the community as a much needed forum to discuss
latest scientific advances, promote international networking and update strategic
planning.



Several special sessions have been supported and run by the Task Team at AGU and
OSM over the years; these have consolidated the outcomes of the TT workshops and
allowed outreach to the broader scientific community. The next such session will be
in New Orleans in early 2016.



Links are being developed with other active international communities, such as the
Coastal Altimetry community (in particular through the ARCOM Pilot Workshop
embedded in ICW4) and EuroGOOS.



Two synthetic COSS Community papers from the 2013 Symposium have been
published in JOO1.



A COSS Topical Collection of papers (~14) is being finalized in Oc. Dynamics.

As mentioned above, with support from contributing projects, the TT has compiled a
Systems Information Table (SIT) showing details of system domains, project objectives,
products, etc. which will soon be updated (available from the GOV website). Links with the
ARCOM community have been established and it was agreed to update the SIT with
information on the usage of altimetry data.

1

Kourafalou V.H., P. De Mey, M. Le Hénaff, G. Charria, C.A. Edwards, R. He, M. Herzfeld, A.
Pasqual, E. Stanev, J. Tintoré, N. Usui, A. Van Der Westhuysen, J. Wilkin and X. Zhu, 2015: Coastal
Ocean Forecasting: system integration and validation. Journal of Operational Oceanography,
doi:10.1080/1755876X.2015.1022336.
Kourafalou, V.H., P. De Mey, J. Staneva, N. Ayoub, A. Barth, Y. Chao, M. Cirano, J. Fiechter, M.
Herzfeld, A. Kurapov, A.M. Moore, P. Oddo, J. Pullen, A. van der Westhuysen and R.H. Weisberg,
2015: Coastal Ocean Forecasting: science foundation and user benefits. Journal of Operational
Oceanography, doi:10.1080/1755876X.2015.1022348.
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Action 4.1: KWB in collaboration with Mauro Cirano, Claire Dufau and the COSS-TT cochairs to collect and add information to the system information table about
usage of altimetry data by regions and altimetry applications (in collaboration
with ARCOM group), and carry out a general update of the SIT with fresh
information
Action 4.2: PO to set aside space on GOV website (COSS-TT pages) for representation of
joint COSS-TT/ARCOM activities
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3. Science Sessions vs. COSS-TT Focus Activities
The science sessions are a central part of the workshop providing attendees with an
opportunity to exchange and learn of progress and achievements of other coastal
forecasting systems, and of science in support of coastal ocean forecasting and applications.
They also allow to advance the Focus Activities which have been proposed by the Task Team
and decided at the previous GOVST workshop in Beijing, namely:


FA1: Discuss science to enable/support the development of COFS and applications



FA2: Work towards better integration between COFS and LOFS via downscaling
(models & data), and in particular illustrate the added value of downscaling via
consistent metrics



FA3: Link with the active regional/coastal altimetry community and discuss how
altimetry can improve the forecast quality and enable new applications in the
regional/coastal oceans.

FA1 was implemented via the following elements at ICW4:


Session 1: Science in support of COFS (Mon, Tue, Thu)



Session 2: Science in support of applications (Thu)



Session 4: Linkages with other groups (Fri)



TT business meeting (Wed).

FA2 had a session all to itself:


Session 3: Metrics and downscaling (Thu), in collaboration with the GOV IV-TT and
the COST EOS project

FA3 was implemented via the Altimetry for Regional and Coastal Ocean Models (ARCOM)
Pilot Workshop, embedded in this COSS-TT workshop (Tue, Wed).
The sessions were chaired by COSS-TT members who have been asked to submit summaries
of the sessions to the GOV PO.
Actions 4.3: All session chairs to send a half-page summary per session to the programme
office (KWB).

3.1 Session 1 – Progress of ongoing coastal ocean forecasting science and projects
in the world coastal oceans
Session chairs: Yi Chao, Guimei Liu, Jianping Gan, Mauro Cirano and Alexander Kurapov
The variety of forecasting systems applied to the coastal domain is large. This session
provided an overview of the many different systems, the methods they use, issues they face
and the progress they are making. The forecasting systems have adopted different
techniques and solutions to their specific issues. The methods applied include coupling of
watersheds, estuaries, and regional seas; spatial evolution of tidal spectra; high-resolution
10

unstructured grids, ocean-atmosphere-wave coupling; downscaling; data assimilation; tides
and wave-current interactions to name but a few.
While the coastal ocean can be realistically simulated by structured grid models (e.g.,
ROMS), increasingly more unstructured grid models (e.g., FED2004, SCHISM, SHYFEM) have
been used to model the river/estuary with complex land/water boundary, bathymetry and
tidal processes. Some of these unstructured grid models include biogeochemical and
ecosystem modelling components. The coupling between structured grid coastal ocean
models and unstructured grid river/estuary models provides a seamless transition from the
open ocean to coastal and shelf seas and ultimately to river/estuary. Some of the
challenging questions included:
(1) is the atmospheric forcing from the global or even regional atmospheric forecast system
sufficient?
(2) is there a realistic freshwater forcing from upstream rivers, land runoff or even manmade facilities (e.g., dam, waste water treatment plant)?
(3) is there a need for data assimilation to enable real-time nowcast/forecast in the
river/estuary environment?
Presentations included:
o Andre Van der Westhuysen, from IMSG at NOAA/NWS/NCEP, USA, introduced a wave,
surge and inundation model for Puerto Rico and the US Virgin Islands. His presentation
showed that the unstructured mesh can best resolve the detailed coastline features and
the wave effects has a clear impact on the total surge levels, but the third-generation
wave model is too computationally-expensive.
o Ruoying He, from North Carolina State University, showed a coupled atmospheric-wavecirculation-ecosystem northwest Atlantic prediction system.
o Alexander Kurapov, from Oregon State Universy, showed a new high-resolution US west
coast ocean forecasting system.
o Mauro Cirano, from REMO Brazil, introduced a high-resolution model at the estuary of
Baia de Todos Os Santos by downscaling strategy.
o Mauricio Fragoso, from PROOCEANO Brazil, showed the circulation results
improvement after using 4DVAR data assimilation method assimilated SST, SSH, glider
data and floats data. All the five speakers gave a good presentation and their reports
suggest that the high-resolution, coupled model and data assimilation play an
important role in the ocean model.
The forecasting systems that were represented are located all around the world, from
Europe (NWS, Mediterranean, Atlantic and Baltic Sea) to Asia (North West Pacific and China
Seas) to Australia and the North and South America (North Atlantic, East Brazilian Shelf, US
West Coast and Gulf of Mexico). Examples of the presentations provided are described in
the next paragraphs.
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Other examples cover progresses and developments of ocean models, modelling and
operational efforts with different spatial and temporal scales. It includes marginal seas
(Mediterranean, South China Sea, and China Seas), continental shelf (Brazilian Shelf, US
West coast, coastal water to the east of Japan, coastal waters off Vietnam) and estuary (San
Francisco Bay/Estuary).
Different modelling systems based on each regional geographical and physical environment
have been developed. These modelling systems are all built on the downscaling approach to
spatio-temporally resolve the physical processes in the concerned waters. All these systems
capture the ocean general circulation and process in the targeting regions reasonably well.
Based on this, different data assimilation (DA) schemes (mainly 3DVAR, 4DVAR) have been
developed to refine the accuracy of models and fulfil the operational needs (applications).
Both satellite data and in-situ observations have been widely used in the DA schemes.
Specifically, developments of the model, modelling and operation effort in each region are
highlighted below.
o In the China Sea, the modelling system has been further developed to upgrade the
prediction capabilities which have been shown by a series of case studies for ocean
forecasting.
o A model for Storm Surge Prediction in Vietnam has been developed in the South China
Sea. The model has shown the capability to capture the ocean response in tides to
storm along the coast of Vietnam. The model is undergoing development and
refinement.
o A coastal monitoring and forecasting system has been developed for the coastal region
off Japan in the western North Pacific Ocean Japan and is in operation since 2008.
Recently an improved DA scheme with new observations has been developed for
improved coastal prediction.
o A multi-scale 3DVAR DA modelling system has been developed, based on downscaling
and coupling between the coastal waters and estuary to complement predictions for
the California coastal ocean and San Francisco Bay/Estuary provided by NOAA. The
system is now serving as a 3rd party operational model and was shown to have
improved skill.
o A modelling study over the Brazilian Continental Shelf has shown how the salinity data
influences the estimation of ocean circulation through DA. The conclusion derived from
this study suggests that, with salinity assimilation, the model-observation errors
decrease through adjustment (refinement) of water mass structure.
o A coastal observing and modelling system in the Western Mediterranean Sea has
utilized a novel DA system, which is using a Local Multi-model Ensemble Optimal
Interpolation approach, proper ingestion of the observations (multivariate, dense, local
and larger scale) and multi-data platform including altimetry to constrain the local
mesoscale process in the ocean.
Further presentations in session 1 included:
o Response of a thermohaline front and small scale eddies to wind variations in the Korea
Strait by Choi, Byoung-Ju (Kunsan National University, South Korea)
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o On open boundary condition for tidally and sub-tidally forced circulation in a limitedarea coastal model by Gan, Jianping (Hong Kong University of Science and Technology,
China)
o Impact of internal Tides on Boundary Conditions for Regional Models by Richman,
James (Naval Research Laboratory, USA)
o Impact of wave-current interaction in coastal ocean forecasting systems by Staneva,
Joanna (HZG, Institute for Coastal Research, Germany)
o The HBM-PDAF assimilation system for forecasts of physics and biogeochemistry in the
North and Baltic Seas by Nerger, Lars (Alfred Wegener Institute, Germany)
o (Sub)mesoscale dynamics at interannual time scales in the Bay of Biscay and the English
Channel from a high resolution experiment by Charria, Guillaume (Ifremer, France)
o Adaptive mesh ensemble data assimilation applied to an unstructured ocean model by
Fang, Fangxin (Imperial College London, UK)
Presentations from this session can be found on the GOV website at: https://www.godaeoceanview.org/outreach/meetings-workshops/task-team-meetings/coss-tt-workshop2015/presentations/#session1

3.2 Session 2 – Applications in coastal oceans, and science in support of those
applications
Session chairs: Ruoying He and Guillaume Charria
Session 2 focused on the science supporting applications in coastal oceans. The type of
applications represented in these presentations included oil spill management, assessment
of wave energy as a resource, tracing of sediments or biogeochemistry variables, storm
surge predictions, search and rescue, Navy applications and public information service
which were described in the following presentations (all presentations are available from
the GOV website at: https://www.godae-oceanview.org/outreach/meetingsworkshops/task-team-meetings/coss-tt-workshop-2015/presentations/#session2
Rodrigo Fernandez (MARETEC/IST, Portugal) presented a holistic approach for oil and HNS
spill risk management from deep-sea to the beach showing the development of a
monitoring and analysis platform for risk assessment tools, provision of real-time and
historic vessel traffic, spill modelling capability, metocean model results and detected
satellite images (EMSA’s CSN) and NOAA’s online oil products database, which also exports
risk assessment to multiple platforms, such as Shapefile, OGC’s WMS, or a website.
Lonneke Goddijn-Murphy (ERI, Scotland) described the Wave energy resource assessment
with SARAL/AltiKa satellite altimetry.
Mike Herzfeld (CSIRO, Australia) gave a presentation on transport models applied to coastal
oceanography for example for tracing river discharges. The presentation described in detail
the modelling aspects with regard to transport equation, data storage, advection schemes,
etc. and highlights the advantage for adopting transport models for oceanography.
13

Frank Janssen (BSH, Germany) provided an overview of operational forecasting for the
German Coast, detailing the modelling approach using nested models and their applications,
and described the Multi-model-ensemble for North- and Baltic Sea.
Yannis Androulidakis (University of Miami) presented a forecasting and emergency alert
system for public use, showing the development of a state-of-the-art forecasting system for
wave, circulation and storm surges in the Thermaikos Gulf.
Cecile Wettre (Norwegian Meteorological Institute, Norway) described surface drifter
experiments to simulate oil drifts to support the modelling and predictions of oil spills in
coastal regions around Norway.
Presentations from this session can be found on the GOV website at: https://www.godaeoceanview.org/outreach/meetings-workshops/task-team-meetings/coss-tt-workshop2015/presentations/#session2

3.3

Session 3 - Data and metrics to assess the added value of downscaling
(session co-organized by the COSS-TT, the IV-TT, and the EU COST-EOS WG4
project)

Session chairs: Pierre De Mey, Fabrice Hernandez and Byoung-Ju Choi
Reviewed by: P. De Mey, F. Hernandez, M. Drévillon and V. Kourafalou

A session on “data and metrics to assess the added value of downscaling” was held on
Thursday and Friday, co-organized by the COSS-TT, the IV-TT and the EU COST-EOS project.
Pierre introduced the scope of the session, in particular since the session topic is one of the
Focus Areas for the Task Team, namely Focus Area 2: “Work towards better integration
between COFS and LOFS via downscaling (models & data), and in particular illustrate the
added value of downscaling via consistent metrics” as per the new COSS-TT Terms of
Reference. FA2 is one of the overarching topics for the TT, requiring collective action.
Metrics in regional systems is also a key topic for the IV-TT.
One important first question is “Is it always a good idea to run nested, high-resolution
coastal models?” This question has implications in the framework of the COSS-TT focus on
Science in support of coastal forecasting:






How well do we simulate the important processes in our (nested) areas of interest?
Did we make progress at understanding those processes by increasing the resolution
for instance?
Share best practices regarding modelling/nesting choices: space-time resolution of
large-scale products used for nesting, grid refinement approaches, open boundary
conditions, bathymetry, forcings, transients, tides & detiding, wave-current
interactions, etc.
Downscaling approaches, role of data assimilation (including some common
questions with DA-TT)
14



Metrics, consistent quality control, consistent reference datasets (a common
question with with IV-TT).

In particular, collective action could take two forms:




“Start small”: apply the same assessment metrics in parent and child2 systems – this
would be relatively easily done before ICW5 and reported there, in particular by
groups doing both the parent and child simulations
Outline a common Pilot Project, with objectives to be defined between us.

Several keynote presentations followed on Thursday, after which a discussion was had in
plenary:









Fabrice Hernandez (IV-TT co-chair; MERCATOR Ocean France) gave an overview of
recent GOV activities regarding validation and intercomparison of global forecasting
systems
Andy Ryan (Met Office, UK) presented results of Intercomparison using GODAE
OceanView Class 4 metrics
Jan Maksymczuk (Met Office, UK) presented an approach using process oriented
metrics aimed at the assessment of MyOcean forecasting systems in European Seas
Marie Drévillon (COST-EOS WG leader; Mercator Ocean, France) gave an overview of
a COST action on the evaluation of ocean syntheses, named EOS: a European
network to inform the quality of Ocean Syntheses for applications, downscaling and
model nesting
Bruno Levier (Mercator Ocean, France) presented IBIRYS: a Regional High Resolution
Reanalysis effort (physical and biogeochemical) over the European North East Shelf
as well as examples of metrics used in that project.

The session also contained complementary presentations:





“Observing System Simulation Experiments in the North Atlantic Ocean hurricane
region: system evaluation and regional applications” by Villy Kourafalou (U. Miami,
USA)
“UK Environmental Prediction – coupled coastal modelling at high resolution” by
Lucy Bricheno (NOCL, UK)
“Upgrade of the operational Global Real Time Ocean Forecast System: Global and
Regional Metrics” by Avichal Mehra (NOAA, USA).

The Joint NOAA-AOML/U.Miami-RSMAS Ocean Modeling and OSSE Center has developed a
prototype ocean OSSE system. The OSSE system has been expanded to the North Atlantic
Ocean. They have successfully evaluated the simulations with the free-running North
2

Here we use a relatively loose definition of “parent” and “child”. By “parent system”, we mean a
system providing initial/boundary values to one or more nested system(s); by “child system”, we mean
any system using initial/boundary values from a parent system, regardless of whether the systems
use the same numerical grid or the same numerical code. The GOV “National systems” are examples
of parent systems.
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Atlantic Nature Run and Forecast Models against a variety of satellite-based and in-situ data
sets. Initial application of the North Atlantic OSSE system is to evaluate observing system
impact on improvements of the oceanic component in coupled hurricane models.
The Met Office increased their regional model domain and reduced grid spacing. It has
developed a coupled atmosphere-ocean-land system (UKC1) and is working on sensitivity
studies to coupling.
NOAA increased the vertical resolution of the global 1/12 forecasting system (HYCOM) from
32 to 41 vertical hybrid layers and evaluated the upgraded forecast product. For global
model SST, SSH, Gulf Stream Location, Florida Cable transport, Argo profiles, and Polar ice
cover were data used for the validation. Appropriate regional metrics need to be defined for
specific regions/coastal interests (transports, fronts etc.)
During the discussion, two proposals were examined:


Proposal A: For next meeting: groups compare large-scale and downscaled coastal
system with the same metrics
o Aim: illustrate added value of downscaling at ICW5
o Best effort mode: use already available metrics, use own resources
o ~10 volunteering groups were identified during the discussion: Puertos del
Estado (Spain), CMCC (Italy), MARETEC (Portugal), MERCATOR Ocean (France,
TT member), REMO (Brazil, TT member), MRI (Japan, TT member), a Greek
participant/group3, SOCIB (Spain), CSIRO. Chris Edwards also mentions that
some US groups could follow.



Proposal B: Cross-TT Working Group towards a Coastal Pilot Project (with IV-TT)
o Aim: prepare a White Paper outlining a Pilot Project
o Identify necessary resources
o Suggested keywords: downscaling, metrics, forecasting, coastal continuum,
reference datasets (list to be completed)
o Target processes to be defined on per region basis.



Pierre and Fabrice are to contact people through Kirsten in order to identify
interested groups and contact persons, start those activities and keep them active
until ICW5 and the next IV-TT workshop. (Also see Actions in Section 5.)

Presentations from this session can be found on the GOV website at: https://www.godaeoceanview.org/outreach/meetings-workshops/task-team-meetings/coss-tt-workshop2015/presentations/#session3

3.4

Session 4 – Linkages with other groups

Session chair: Emil Stanev

3

To be identified before report can be used/published
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Session 4 provided an opportunity to learn more about related groups and linked efforts.
The presentations focused on GODAE OceanView and how the COSS-TT is link in to the
wider GOV activities. In particular the link to the Marine Ecosystem Analysis and Prediction
Task Team (MEAP-TT) was highlighted by a presentation from Chris Edwards.
The COSS-TT has plans to strengthen its internal links to the other GOV task teams, in
particular with the Intercomparison and Validation TT (IV-TT), the Observing System
Evaluation TT (OSEval-TT), the Data Assimilation TT (DA-TT) and as mentioned above the
MEAP-TT.
Furthermore, linkages to national and international efforts supporting the development and
improvement of coastal ocean predictions are also pursued, e.g. with Copernicus and
ARCOM.
Presentations from this session can be found on the GOV website at: https://www.godaeoceanview.org/outreach/meetings-workshops/task-team-meetings/coss-tt-workshop2015/presentations/#session4
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4. ARCOM Pilot Workshop
Provided by Claire Dufau

4.1.

Objectives

Through its provision of global routine estimates of sea level, satellite altimetry is routinely
used to constrain mesoscale circulation in large-scale ocean models in operational centers
and in research groups. Meanwhile, and despite the continuous improvements provided by
modern altimetry over coastal and shelf seas (e.g. via the availability of merged multimission products with enhanced spectral content, and extending the reach of valid data
closer to the coasts – so-called “coastal corrected” altimetry), the availability and potential
of altimetry products are still often ignored by the regional and coastal ocean modeling
community.
The existing link between the Coastal Altimetry Community and the Coastal Oceans and
Shelf Seas Task Team (COSS-TT) established for several years has opened up opportunities
to facilitate cross-fertilization of ideas. It paves the way for routine use for validation and/or
assimilation of altimetry data in coastal models.
The ARCOM pilot workshop was organized in conjunction with the 4th International
Coordination Workshop of the GODAE Coastal Oceans and Shelf Seas Task Team (GOV COSSTT). The main objectives of this workshop were:
I.

Discuss the interest of regional/coastal ocean modelers in utilizing altimeter based
sea level measurements

II.

Present the available altimetry missions and products; discuss recent advances and
projects

III.

Discuss how altimetry can improve the forecast quality and enable new applications
in the regional/coastal oceans

IV.

Discuss how to use altimetry products in regional and coastal models for assimilation
and validation

V.

Establish a community of practice to advance complementary uses of coastal
altimetry in regional/coastal modeling and prediction, involving the COSS community
and the regional altimetry groups

4.2.

Session summary

4.2.1.

Introductory session
Chair/report by J. Wilkin

The ARCOM Pilot Workshop opened with a series of invited presentations from experienced
coastal altimetry researchers to give an overview of coastal altimetry capabilities and
technologies to COSS-TT attendees unfamiliar with recent advances in the altimetry
community. The intent was to demonstrate the level of maturity that coastal altimetry has
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achieved, and direct coastal oceanographers and ocean modelers toward resources they
may draw upon to incorporate coastal altimetry into their work.
Claire Dufau outlined the principles of nadir altimetry – a vertically downward pointing
pulsed radar that measures distance from satellite to sea surface. The fundamental
limitation to using altimetry near the coast is when the radar footprint crosses into land,
which introduces errors in the tracking of the range. An example of how this impacts data
availability can be seen in the enhanced range of validity of AltiKa altimeter data that stems
directly from the smaller footprint of the Ka-band radar design. This opened discussion on
issues of tracking/re-tracking of radar waveforms, or echoes, near coasts, with the key
message that this is a topic of active research that is reported upon in depth at Coastal
Altimetry Workshops (CAW) held annually in conjunction with Ocean Surface Topography
Science Team (OSTST) meeting.
Other key aspects to altimeter data processing relate to the corrections to radar range
required for centimeter accuracy: dry and wet troposphere corrections to signal travel time,
and geophysical adjustments for sea state, tides, and the dynamic atmosphere. Discussion
noted that sea state bias now remains one of the leading sources of error in range
calculation. Added processing of these along-track data (using editing, along-filtering and
subsampling) to “Level 3” provides high quality along-track data sets for each of the 4
altimeters presently on orbit. Inter-calibration enables these data sets to be used
collectively in coastal applications.
It should be emphasized that standard “corrections” for tides and the dynamic atmospheric
(DAC; high frequency coastal trapped waves and inverse barometer) actually removes
dynamical processes that are of geophysical interest to coastal oceanographers. The
decision to apply these adjustments, or not, must respect the essential physics embodied in
any analysis of model output.
Multi-mission merger of along-track data to “Level 4” gridded products is popular in
mesoscale oceanography and ocean modeling, but anisotropy in SSH variability in
continental shelf regions brings into question the utility of optimally interpolated multimission gridded analyses close to the coast, and the coastal community needs to exercise
caution in using gridded products in shallow shelf seas.

Paolo Cipollini is the convener of the CAW meetings (see coastalaltimetry.org) that
represent a community of practice of altimeter researchers that have exchanged
experiences on developing coastal corrected altimeter data sets by applying waveform retracking tailored to coastal regions, special data editing, and local geophysical corrections.
The advent of SAR mode (or delayed Doppler) altimetry – the technology used in the
CryoSat and Sentinal-3 altimeters – has enhanced along-track resolution, which now
approaches kilometer scale for CryoSat. The improved signal to noise ratio that results from
the greater bandwidth of delayed Doppler radar gives good data to within 2 to 5 km of the
coast. Smart processing of individual radar echoes using sophisticated range/gate methods
to mask land, shows promise as a technique to further enhance the proximity to the coast
where valid data can be recovered. The ALES re-tracker (Passaro et al., 2014,
doi:10.1016/j.rse.2014.02.008) is an example of this approach. Other advances in coastal
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altimeter processing include the use of high-resolution local meteorological models, or
Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) station data, to inform estimates of atmospheric
water vapor for improved wet troposphere range corrections.
Coastal altimetry, being a direct observation of sea level over shelf seas, is highly relevant to
the societally important application of storm surge analysis and prediction, yet has relatively
little penetration in the coastal oceanographic community. The site www.storm-surge.info
features results from the European altimetry community working toward storm surge
applications. The coastal oceanography and modeling community are encouraged to
consider what might be accomplished by more widespread adoption of the existing suite of
along-track altimeter data processed for coastal zones, both in near-real-time and in
delayed-mode reanalysis. Future developments in altimetry technology for coastal regions
include the advent of swath data expected from SWOT, and the modeling community has a
role to play in anticipating what these data might reveal about coastal ocean processes.

Jérôme Bouffard focused on results from the ESA CryoSat mission, featuring applications
where along-track data capture variability in the Ligurian Provençal Current system. Data
processing strategies emphasize editing by considering adjacent along-track data to
eliminate isolated corrupted data, but geographically dependent post-processing demands
expertise with altimeter data fundamentals. The combination of multi-satellite along-track
data at nearby passes can resolve short time and length scale frontal variability.
Features of the CryoSat platform that coastal users need to be aware of are the unusual
drifting orbit, as opposed to the exact repeat orbits of the Jason series satellite (10 days)
and Envisat/AltiKa series (35 days). This potentially introduces errors carried over from
imprecise knowledge of the Mean Sea Surface at short wavelengths between established
repeat orbit patterns. Bouffard described the adjustable land/sea mask of the CryoSat SARin
mode, and the point was made that now that core objectives of the original SARin mode are
complete there is an opportunity for coastal oceanographers to engage in further
experiments with SARin mode.

Remko Scharroo described altimeter data sets coming from EUMETSAT missions. An
important point is that the multi-decadal series of 35-day repeat data from the ERS, Envisat
and AltiKa constellation will cease with the Sentinel-3 altimeters which will enter a new 27day repeat orbit. The CryoSat-2 mission will be sustained for the present. There are 3 new
altimeters approved, and 3 in planning.
The multi-look principle of the delayed Doppler “SAR mode” was again emphasized, with
Scharroo adding some detail on the subtleties of the Sentinel altimeter operating in a
continuous transmit/receive mode instead of interleaved mode used by CryoSat. Jason-CS
will also be an interleaved delayed Doppler SAR mode altimeter. For coastal
oceanographers, the key information is that the new delayed Doppler SAR mode altimeters
have higher along-track sub-kilometer resolution and better signal to noise.
Processing definitions at EUMETSAT are changing to the following classifications: Near Real
Time (NRT) with latency of 3-5 hours, short time critical with latency 1-2 days, and non time
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critical (60 days). EUMETSAT will continue to serve Level-2 along-track data as we have been
used to receiving in the past. L2P data will include updated corrections, and Level-3 will be
harmonized with other missions.
In summary Claire Dufau noted that coastal oceanographers need to know your corrections.
The key here is that the choice of corrections, or what might be better termed adjustments,
must match the coastal environment and analysis methodology. For example, the long
tradition in coastal oceanography of using coastal sea level tide gauges to analyze both high
frequency (e.g. tides, edge waves, wave set-up) and low frequency (e.g. sub-inertial coastal
trapped waves, storm surge, inverse barometer effect) variability would demand different
choices for altimeter processing to match dynamics and time scales.

4.2.2.

Altimetry in COSS models: examples of Uses
Chair/report by B. Mourre

The three presentations of this session provided illustrations of the use of altimeter
products in coastal/regional ocean models, both for assimilation and validation purposes.
Andy Moore presented an analysis of the impact of observations in the California Current
modeling system based on 4D-Var estimates spanning the period 1980-2010. In this
approach, the adjoint of the Kalman gain matrix was used to quantify the impact that each
observation has on different aspects of the regional circulation. In particular, the average
impact of gridded satellite-derived sea surface height was shown to be robust over a range
of metrics including the representation of California Current transport at a 37 oN transect,
the California undercurrent transport, the upwelling volume flux, and the depth of the 26
kg/m3 isopycnal.
On behalf of Mounir Benkiran, Marie Drévillon then presented an evaluation of the impact
of assimilating along-track sea level anomalies including high-frequency signals in a highresolution model of the Northeast Atlantic. The data were neither filtered nor sub-sampled
and the authors did not consider any dynamical atmospheric correction before assimilation.
Sensitivity tests with the model including, or not, the effects of atmospheric pressure forcing
demonstrated a better performance of the assimilation when including this forcing. The
overall results showed greater energy, especially at small scales, and a salinity improvement
in the surface layer 0-100m when assimilating the unfiltered and uncorrected altimeter
data.
Finally, Isabel Iglesias presented a coastal model validation exercise using different satellite
altimetry products over the Douro river plume region along the Portuguese coast. The
improved wet tropospheric correction algorithms developed at University of Porto were
used to improve altimeter measurements in the coastal area. A 1-km resolution ROMS
configuration was used in this study. Both the model and observations represented the
main alongshore northward flow, yet with significant differences in the magnitude of the
currents. The different reference surface between the model sea level and the altimeter
absolute dynamic topography and the presence of high frequency variability in either the
model solution or the altimeter signal were pointed out as potential sources for these
model-observation mismatches.
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4.3.

Science discussion about COSS models needs

(1) Reference Surface
Chair/report by J. Bouffard
John Wilkin and Claire Dufau gave presentations about the reference surface issue when
using Sea Level Anomalies in a numerical model or coastal ocean circulation analysis.
Both presentations opened by defining for COSS-TT participants the conceptual definitions
of the reference surfaces widely used by the altimetry community; namely, the Mean Sea
Surface (MSS) and the Mean Dynamic Topography (MDT). Coastal altimetric-derived
geostrophic current retrieval is very sensitive to the choice of the MSS and MDT. The MSS is
generally derived from mapped or along-track corrected altimetric measurements whereas
MDT can be computed from several approaches, based on inverse modelling, dynamical
simulation, as well as from multi-sensor mapping combining altimetry, in situ and
gravimetric data. Imprecision in the coastal geoid at length scales significant for coastal
processes represents a key limitation to computing near coastal MDT by subtracting an MSS
from a geoid. Computing MDT from data assimilative models by ingesting coastal altimetry
and in situ data (HF radar surface currents, hydrographic subsurface density, etc.) is a
promising approach that imposes both dynamic and kinematic consistency via the model,
with fidelity to the observational record. The approach allows resolution of short length
scale coastal circulation features that arise from coastal dynamics and highly variable
bathymetry in shelf seas and manifest in the MDT. Results from the Gulf of Maine and
Mediterranean Sea illustrated these capabilities.
The two presentations were followed by general discussions dealing with numerical
model/altimetry homogeneity for comparisons and assimilation purposes. There is no
consensus from the modelling community on the kind of MDT/MSS and altimetry product
processing level to use. It was noted that non-altimetric experts would prefer to exploit L4
products, but these are not always suitable for coastal applications. During the discussion, it
was briefly noted that the use the of a MSS-band (rather than along-track or gridded MSS)
was proposed within the AlBICOCCA CNES/ASI project, via inversion of the original coastal
SSH data, in order to obtain SLA time series at reference points along the nominal track,
corrected for the mean across-track elevations gradients estimated from the long-term
ensemble of passes for the nominal repeat orbits. Beside this, it is currently admitted that a
short term mean computed over a common period should be removed from both the
numerical model elevations and altimetry SLA, in order to generate comparable parameters.
The assimilation of the Absolute Dynamic Topography (ADT=SLA+MDT) into numerical
models requires an estimation of the error associated with the MDT field. Even if slightly out
of the primary scope of the MSS/MDT discussion, the importance of low frequency steric
signals – non-explicitly resolved by Regional Boussinesq Model - has been tackled. This
component can be added via boundary condition prescription or be corrected by adjusting
the model-computed sea level by a spatially uniform, but time dependent, constant that
accounts for any net expansion/contraction of the ocean (from modelled T/S profiles).
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(2) Physical contents
Chair/report by A. Moore
Baptiste Mourre presented a fairly comprehensive overview of all of the oceanographic
phenomena that will influence sea surface height on a wide range of space and time scales.
Claire Dufau presented a discussion on the various corrections that are required before
computing sea level anomaly (SLA). These corrections include high frequency corrections to
the altimeter data such as:
(i) tidal corrections which are computed using numerical tide models. Tidal aliasing in
the SLA can be severe and should be removed. There was some discussion about the
efficacy of tidal models, particularly regional versus global models. Global tidal
models are quite good but lack the resolution required in the coastal ocean. Regional
tidal models are of varying quality.
(ii) dynamic atmospheric correction (DAC) which comprises the inverse barometer
effect and the barotropic ocean response to pressure and wind.
The two presentations were followed by general discussions about these corrections usually
applied on altimeter data. P. De Mey argued for keeping all frequencies in the data and to
not remove the DAC (corrections for these signals could be degrees of freedom in his EnKF).
E. Stanev asked what the coastal altimeter community would like from the COSS
community? C. Dufau answered that it could be better estimates of HF dynamics
(tides/DAC) or at least an improved knowledge of coastal bathymetry.
(3) Next Steps for ARCOM
Chair/report by P. Cipollini
Feedback from this Pilot Workshop
Many colleagues in the modeling community have looked at altimetry in some form (~30
pers.) and some colleagues (~ 5 pers.) say to have been convinced to start working with
altimetry even if the workshop highlighted that it is still a tricky business in regional and
coastal seas.
A clearer view of the errors and limitations is needed. COSS Modelers would like ideally to
know the quality of altimetry in their region before using it. Adding error flags to altimeter
data fields is an option. Nevertheless, an accurate estimation over all COSS would be a hard
work. The best approach for COSS modelers would be to start working with conventional L3
along-track product and evaluate their limitation given their local dynamics before going
further towards more advanced altimeter products.
Regarding the available coastal altimeter products, modelers who have already looked at
them say it is difficult to decide which one to chose. At least, a table with a catalogue of
products and their spatial/temporal availability and links to download pages is needed.
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 Action to WS organizers to provide such a table, hosted by the coastal Altimetry web
pages. It would also be useful to have a table with applications by regions (from past
CAWs).
If the multiplication of coastal altimeter products is beneficial for this experimental field, the
selection of a smaller number of usable solutions would help the modeling community in
handling coastal altimeter products. This convergence can be achieved by interaction
amongst the two communities.
The wide range of COSS dynamics (that for instance require customization of some
corrections such as DAC) implies that in many cases it will be necessary to use L2 data where
the various correction fields can be switched on/off as required or model-targeted L3 data
including tides and DAC correction (such as the TAPAS experimental products). The coastal
PEACHI and PISTACH products ( http://odes.altimetry.cnes.fr/) as well as the Radar
Altimeter Database System (RADS; http://rads.tudelft.nl/rads/rads.shtml) offer the
capability to customize the choice of altimeter range corrections/adjustments to altimetryexperienced users.
Other suggestions included developing a COSS focused ‘cookbook’ and a decision support
system. Such suggestion could be explored in future editions of this workshop and could be
started beforehand using online resources. A simpler version could be a ‘coastal altimetry
decision tree’ that helps users to find their way through all this.
We are also at the point of needing a few ‘test regions’ where we can clearly demonstrate
the beneficial effects of ingesting coastal altimetry in COSS models – and the way that is
done will serve as guidance for new users.
This material and table should obviously also be linked from the COSS-TT web pages.
Mention was also made to the need of strengthening links (or at least sharing of
information) with the Arctic Sea ice community.
Which Future for ARCOM ?
There is a clear consensus on making the ARCOM workshop a regular event. Its co-location
with COSS-TT WS is very beneficial, although there was no clear consensus whether to have
the back-to-back on separate days or interleaved, as was the case at this time. Efforts to
feature other key observing systems, like for instance HF radars, would also be useful for
COSS researchers.
Links with other groups: CAW, TAPAS, SWOT-ST, COSS-TT, others
The inter-group discussion needs to continue between meetings. A presentation of the
outcomes of this first ARCOM WS will be presented by Claire Dufau at the next CAW
meeting (in Reston, 18-19 October 2015). Modelers working with altimetry are also invited
to submit abstract for this meeting.
The ARCOM group will naturally become a sub-group in the COSS-TT community and Claire,
John and Baptiste will initiate an inter-meeting dynamics within this group.
Next meeting
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In ~18 months with the 5th COSS-TT WS

4.4.

Conclusion

This first ARCOM Workshop was a really successful event. The tutorial session laid the
foundations for fruitful discussions between the altimeter experts and the COSS-TT
community. The examples of use of altimetry data in COSS systems gave confidence in the
value of altimeter data to studies of COSS dynamics. The two technical sessions about
reference surfaces and HF corrections highlighted the value to COSS researchers of going
further into the technical details of the data streams. They paved the way for future ARCOM
meetings.
Many interesting and crucial points were addressed like the quality of altimeter
measurement and/or geophysical corrections, the choice and computation of reference
surfaces, and the capability of the different altimeter sensor in different areas and
circulation regimes.
The interest of the COSS-TT community in altimeter data, at least for validation but also for
assimilation, was evident. The ARCOM workshops as well as an inter-meeting group
dynamic could become a real catalyst for greater uptake of altimetry data in COSS systems.
Presentations from this session can be found on the GOV website at: https://www.godaeoceanview.org/outreach/meetings-workshops/task-team-meetings/coss-tt-workshop2015/presentations/#ARCOMsession
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5. COSS Task Team Business Meeting & actions
A one-hour Task Team Business Meeting (BM) was held on Wednesday. As at every COSSTT workshop, the BM provides an opportunity for Task Team members (or their registered
substitutes) and co-chairs to (1) discuss actions that were taken since the last workshop, and
(2) discuss and decide actions to be taken until the next one. The BM was open to all.
A Final Discussion was also held at the end of the meeting. Its main purposes were to
further discuss in plenary the actions and options decided upon at the BM, and to thank our
hosts and organizers.
Here are the main topics and actions discussed and/or decided:
5.1

ICW4 contacts

It was decided to send the list of emails of ICW4 participants to all, as an attempt to
facilitate the continuation of linkages between people.
Action 4.4: KWB to compile list of email addresses of all ICW4 participants and circulate to
all.
5.2

COSS-TT scope and representation

There was more emphasis at this workshop on studies on regional scope, with respect to
previous meetings. It was however decided to keep the specific COSS-TT centre of gravity
on the coastal oceans, while our scope keeps encompassing the range of processes between
the regional scales and the shelf and estuarine scales.
It will be helpful to set up a generic presentation of the COSS-TT which can be used by all
COSS-TT members when they represent the COSS-TT at conferences or workshops.
Action 4.5: KWB to set up a short (3-4 slides) presentation of COSS-TT providing a generic
overview of COSS-TT (to be checked/finalised by COSS-TT co-chairs)
It was discussed to identify individuals to attend other GOV task team events, e.g. MEAPTT/DA-TT workshop next year.
5.3

COSS-TT Membership

It was agreed to modify the TT membership as follows:
New members







Masa Kamachi, MRI, Japan – also a member of the Patrons Group
Chris Edwards, UCSC – also a MEAP-TT member
Bruno Levier, Mercator Ocean, France
Claire Dufau, CLS, France – link with ARCOM, CAW
Lucy Bricheno, NOC, UK
Lars Hole, met.no, Norway
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Joanna Staneva, HZG

Replacements


DFO, Canada: Joël Chassé to be replaced by a person not yet nominated – to be
discussed by Fraser and Pierre in Sydney

Action 4.6: PdM and Fraser Davidson to discuss and agree COSS-TT membership from DFO


IFREMER, France: Franck Dumas replaced by Guillaume Charria

To be discussed


Nguyen Ba Thuy, NHMS, Vietnam should be contacted about attending the next
meeting

The new TT membership is available in section 1.
Action 4.7: KWB to update members list online and add new members to the COSS-TT
mailing lists.
5.4

ICW5 in 2017

The next COSS-TT workshop ICW5 is planned for March 2017. The location is still TBD –
Potential hosts are to get in touch with Kirsten and/or co-chairs ASAP
The initial plan, endorsed at the BM and in plenary, is to have an all-week meeting including
ARCOM (on a format similar to ICW4).
Action 4.8: KWB in discussion with co-chairs to organise the next ICW5 workshop and
contact potential hosts to agree location/ venue, informing the COSS-TT
community when confirmed.
5.5

COSS-TT Topical Collections


A 15-paper TC in Ocean Dynamics, co-edited by Pierre and Emil, is in progress. Once
all papers have been accepted and their number is known, the cost of the bound
paper volumes will be known.

Action 4.9: COSS-TT co-chairs to get in touch with GOV Patrons to see if a number of
volumes can be bought for GOV and the TT.


5.6

A call for Editors for a new TC has been issued, with the choice of O.Dyn. again, JMS
and/or JOO – Some names have already been collected – The TC should open soon,
and stay open until shortly before ICW5.
The Systems Information Table (SIT)

The SIT will be updated.


Mauro will get in touch with people through Kirsten
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A new “Use of coastal altimetry” field will be inserted in the Table; could have two
columns (validation or assimilation, or physical processes)

See action 4.1
5.7

Session on “Data and metrics to assess the added value of downscaling”
A dedicated session on “data and metrics to assess the added value of downscaling” was
held on Thursday, co-organized by the COSS-TT, the IV-TT and the EU COST-EOS project.
This topic is one of the Focus Areas for the Task Team. Two proposals were discussed:


Proposal A: For next meeting: groups compare large-scale and downscaled coastal
system with the same metrics
o Aim: illustrate added value of downscaling at next COSS-TT workshop
o Best effort mode: use already available metrics, use own resources
o ~10 volunteering groups were identified at ICW4



Proposal B: Cross-TT Working Group towards a Coastal Pilot Project (with IV-TT)
o Aim: prepare a White Paper outlining a Pilot Project
o Identify necessary resources
o Suggested keywords: downscaling, metrics, forecasting, coastal continuum,
reference datasets (list to be completed)
o Target processes to be defined on per region basis
o Identify a useful mechanism for communication and knowledge exchange
(online tool)

Action 4.10: Pierre and Fabrice are to contact people through Kirsten in order to start those
activities and keep them active until ICW5 and the next IV-TT workshop.
• Begin with a 1-pager summarising the rationale and suggestion for paper
structure
• Set up questionnaire to collect feedback on structure/content from
community contributors
Announcements were also made in plenary, for the record:
1. 9th Coastal Altimetry Workshop, Reston, Va, USA, 18-19 October
 Abstract submission was kept open by Paolo until the weekend following
ICW4
 Claire Dufau to present ARCOM and COSS-TT at CAW9
2. 6th GOVST meeting, Sydney, Australia, 2-6 November
 Villy and Pierre to present update and perspectives of TT work
 There were only 3 representatives of GOV “National systems” at ICW4 –
Pierre and Villy to try in Sydney to get more involvement from large-scale
groups
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3. OSM 2016, 21-26 February 2016
 Session 8006/PO001 “Advances in Coastal Ocean Modeling, Observations,
and Prediction” sponsored by COSS-TT

6. Next workshop
We are planning the next workshop in March 2017. A survey to find the best dates and
location for the event will be set up shortly and results will be circulated asap.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Workshop agenda
Monday, 31 August 2015

12:00 – 13:00

13:00 – 13:30

13:30 – 13:50

(Day 1)

Topics and presentations

Presenter

Registration (Payment, badges, poster hang-up,
etc.)

Local hosts

ICW4 Introductory Session

Session chairs: Masafumi Kamachi and
Pierre-Yves Le Traon

Welcome Announcements, practical information,
venue, local hosts, posters, meals, social event,
etc.

Kirsten Wilmer-Becker (Met Office), (10 min)

Welcome and short overview of Maretec

Prof. Ramiro Neves (Maretec), (10 min)

GODAE OceanView and the COSS-TT: Short
introduction

Masafumi Kamachi (MRI-JMA), (10 min)

COSS-TT overview and objectives of this
workshop

Pierre De Mey and Villy Kourafalou

Session 1: Progress of ongoing coastal
ocean forecasting science and projects in
the world coastal oceans

Session chair: Yi Chao

13:50 – 14:10

Coupling of watersheds, estuaries and regional
seas through numerical modelling for Western
Iberia

Campuzano, Francisco (Maretec - Instituto
Superior Tecnico, Portugal)

14:10 – 14:30

Spatial evolution of tidal spectra: From shelf seas
to estuaries

Emil Stanev (HZG, Germany)

14:30 – 14:50

High-resolution unstructured-grid coastal
modeling and forecasting in Southern Adriatic
Northern Ionian seas

Federico, Ivan (CMCC, Italy)

14:50 – 15:10

The IEO coastal observatory: understanding
variability of coastal circulation and ecosystem
response off North and North West Iberia

15:10 – 15:40

Coffee break

Session 1 (continued)

Ruiz Villareal, Manuel (Instituto Espanol de
Oceanografia, Spain)

Session chair: Guimei Liu

15:40 – 16:00

A Wave, Surge and Inundation Modeling Testbed
for Puerto Rico and the US Virgin Islands

Van der Westhuysen, Andre (IMSG at
NOAA/NWS/NCEP, USA)

16:00 – 16:20

A Coupled Ocean Circulation, Wave, Atmosphere
and Marine Ecosystem Prediction System for the
Northwest Atlantic Ocean

He, Ruoying (North Carolina State
University, USA)

16:20 – 16:40

The US West Coast Ocean Forecast System

Kurapov, Alexander (Oregon State
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University, USA)

16:40 – 17:00

Exchange processes between the Baia de Todos
os Santos and the Eastern Brazilian Shelf: the
impact of downscaling from a 1/12 Ocean
Forecasting System to a bay/coastal regional
system

17:00 – 17:20

4DVAR Data Assimilation Within The Santos Basin
Ocean Observing System: Implementation and
Results

17:20

Cirano, Mauro (REMO, Brazil)

Fragoso, Mauricio (PROOCEANO, Brazil)

End of day 1

Tuesday, 1 September 2015

(Day 2)

Topics and presentations

Presenter

ARCOM PILOT WORKSHOP: Using altimetry products in regional/coastal ocean models
for assimilation and validation
ARCOM Workshop Introductory Session

Session chair: John Wilkin

09:00 – 09:20

Satellite altimetry data from inside

Claire Dufau (CLS, France)

09:20 – 09:40

Recovering more and better Data from Satellite
Altimetry in the Coastal Zone: A Community
Effort

09:40 – 10:00

From Conventional Altimetry Missions to the
CryoSat Mission: Perspectives for Regional
Operational Oceanography

Jérôme Bouffard (ESA, Italy)

10:00 –10:20

Prospects for the Use of Satellite Altimetry in
Coastal Regions with Sentinel missions

Remko Scharroo (EUMETSAT, Germany)

10:20 – 10:30

Use of Altimetry in Ocean models

10:30 – 11:00

Coffee break

11:00 –11:15

1-slide presentation of posters

Paolo Cipollini (NOC, UK) - representing
Coastal Altimetry Workshop)

Claire Dufau (CLS, France)

Poster presenters

Altimetry in COSS models: examples of use

Session chair: Baptiste Mourre

11:15 –11:35

An analysis of the impact of the California
Current observing system on 4D-Var circulation
estimates spanning three decades

Moore, Andrew (U. California Santa Cruz, USA)

11:35 –11:55

Impact of the assimilation of high-frequency data
in a regional model

Marie Drevillon (Mercator Ocean, France)

11:55 –12:15

Validation of oceanic numerical model solutions
using different satellite altimetry products

Isabel Iglesias (Univ. Porto, Portugal)

12:15 – 13:30

Lunch break

13:30 – 13:50

Session 1 (continued)

Session chair: Jianping Gan

SOCIB Western Mediterranean ocean forecasting
system: recent progress and data assimilation

Mourre, Baptiste (SOCIB, Spain)
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experiments
13:50 – 14:10

The effect of salinity data assimilation on ocean
circulation estimation in the Brazilian Continental
Shelf

Toste, Raquel (UFRJ, Brazil)

14:10 – 14:30

California Coastal Ocean and its Interactions with
San Francisco Bay/Estuary: From Tides to
Seasonal-to-Interannual Times Scales

Chao, Yi (RSS and University of California Los
Angeles, USA)

14:30 – 14:50

Development of a coastal monitoring and
forecasting system in MR

14:50 – 15:10

Development and Application of the China Sea
Operational Oceanography Forecasting System

15:10 – 15:30

Storm Surge Prediction in Vietnam

15:30 – 16:00

Coffee break

Kamachi, Masafumi (MRI-JMA, Japan)
Liu, Guimei (NMEFC, China)
Nguyen Ba, Thuy (National HydroMeteorological Service of Vietnam, NHMS,
Vietnam)

Session 1 (continued)

Session chair: Mauro Cirano

16:00 – 16:20

Response of a thermohaline front and small scale
eddies to wind variations in the Korea Strait

Choi, Byoung-Ju (Kunsan National University,
South Korea)

16:20 – 16:40

On open boundary condition for tidally and subtidally forced circulation in a limited-area coastal
model

Gan, Jianping (Hong Kong University of
Science and Technology, China)

16:40 –17:00

Impact of internal Tides on Boundary Conditions
for Regional Models

Richman, James (Naval Research Laboratory,
USA)

17:00 – 17:20

Impact of wave-current interaction in coastal
ocean forecasting systems

17:20 – 17:40

The HBM-PDAF assimilation system for forecasts
of physics and biogeochemistry in the North and
Baltic Seas

17:40

Staneva, Joanna (HZG, Institute for Coastal
Research, Germany)
Nerger, Lars (Alfred Wegener Institute,
Germany)

End of day 2

Wednesday, 2 September

(Day 3)

Topics and presentations

Presenter

ARCOM PILOT WORKSHOP: Using altimetry products in regional/coastal ocean
models for assimilation and validation (continued)
Science discussion about COSS model
needs: (1) Reference Surface
09:00 – 09:20

First things first: Mean sea surface and dynamic
topography

09:20 – 09:35

Zoom on reference surfaces (MSS, MDT)

09:35 – 09:55

Discussion: How to calculate an MDT? How to
match the model SLA to the altimetric SLA?
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Session chair: Jérôme Bouffard
John Wilkin (Rutgers University, USA)
Claire Dufau (CLS, France)
Leads: ARCOM Workshop organizers

09:55 – 10:25

Coffee break

Science discussion about COSS model
needs: (2) Physical contents

Session chair: Andrew Moore

10:25 – 10:40

High-frequency vs Low-Frequency SSH dynamics
over COSS

Baptiste Mourre (SOCIB, Spain)

10:40 – 11:00

Zoom on High-Frequency Corrections in altimetry

Claire Dufau (CLS, France)

11:00 – 11:30

Discussion: Which HF corrections are needed?
How to compute the model background
computation depending on model configuration
& altimetry dataset?

Leads: ARCOM Workshop organizers

Next steps for ARCOM

Session chair: Paolo Cippolini

Discussion:
 Feedback from this Pilot Workshop
 Workshop report
11:30 –12:30

 Should we make this a regular event?
 Format? Contents? Frequency?

Leads: ARCOM Workshop organizers

 Linkages with other groups : CAW,
TAPAS, SWOTST, COSS-TT, others
 Practical organization / Next meeting

End of ARCOM Pilot Workshop
12:30 – 14:00

Lunch break

14:0015:30

ICW4 and ARCOM poster session
(poster presenters to stand by)

15:30 –
16:30

COSS Task Team business meeting
 TT membership
 Next meeting
 Other business

16:30

End of day 3

16:30

Departure for tour (Boat trip on Tagus Estuary)
and workshop dinner (location tbc)
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Session chairs: Mike Herzfeld, Andre
van der Westhuysen and Claire
Dufau
Meeting chairs: Pierre De Mey and
Villy Kourafalou
Presence of TT members requested.
Open to all.

Thursday, 3 September

(Day 4)

Topics and presentations

Presenter

Session 1 (continued)

Session chair: Alexander Kurapov

09:00 – 09:20

(Sub)mesoscale dynamics at interannual time
scales in the Bay of Biscay and the English
Channel from a high resolution experiment

Charria, Guillaume (Ifremer, France)

09:20 – 09:40

Adaptive mesh ensemble data assimilation
applied to an unstructured ocean model

Fang, Fangxin (Imperial College London, UK)

Session 2: Applications in coastal oceans,
and science in support of those applications

Session chairs: Ruoying He and
Guillaume Charria

09:40 – 10:00

From deep-sea to the beach: a holistic approach
to oil and HNS spill risk management

Fernandes , Rodrigo (MARETEC – IST,
Portugal)

10:00 – 10:20

Wave energy resource assessment with
SARAL/AltiKa satellite altimetry

10:20 – 10:50

Coffee break

10:50 – 11:10

Transport models applied to coastal
oceanography

11:10 – 11:30

Operational forecasting for the German Coast

11:30 – 11:50

Operational oceanographic platform in
Thermaikos Gulf (Greece): forecasting and
emergency alert system for public use

Androulidakis, Yannis (University of Miami)

11:50 – 12:10

Surface drifter experiments and oil drift
modelling in coastal regions

Wettre, Cecile (Norwegian Meteorological
Institute, Norway)

12:10 – 12:30

Anthropogenic discharges in coastal areas:
Monitoring and Modeling

12:30 – 12:40

Group photo (location to be confirmed)

12:40 – 14:00

Lunch break

Session 3: Data and metrics to assess the
added value of downscaling
(session co-organized by the COSS-TT, the
IV-TT, and the EU COST-EOS WG4 project)
14:00 – 14:10

Introduction to Session 3

14:10 – 14:30

Overview of recent progresses of validation and
inter comparison GOV activity of global
forecasting systems

14:30 – 14:50

GODAE OceanView Class 4 intercomparison

14:50 – 15:10

New assessment of MyOcean forecasting
systems in European Seas using process oriented

Goddijn-Murphy, Lonneke (ERI, Scotland)

Herzfeld, Mike (CSIRO, Australia)
Janssen, Frank (BSH, Germany)

de Pablo, Hilda (MARETEC, Portugal)

Session chairs: Fabrice Hernandez and
Pierre De Mey
Pierre De Mey and Villy Kourafalou
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Fabrice Hernandez (IV-TT, Mercator Ocean,
France)
Ryan, Andy (Met Office, UK)
Maksymczuk, Jan (Met Office, UK)

metrics

15:10 – 15:30

Evaluation of Ocean Syntheses COST-EOS action :
a European network to inform the quality of
Ocean Syntheses for applications, downscaling
and model nesting

Drévillon, Marie (Mercator Ocean, France)

15:30 – 15:50

IBIRYS: a Regional High Resolution Reanalysis
(physical and biogeochemical) over the European
North East Shelf

Levier, Bruno (Mercator Ocean, France)

15:50 – 16:00

Presentation of discussion topics and options

Session organizers: De Mey, Kourafalou,
Hernandez, Drévillon

16:00 – 16:30

Coffee break
Discussion: Practical steps to be taken jointly by
COSS-TT, IV-TT and COST-EOS WG4 for the
assessment of the added value of downscaling:

16:30 –17:30

17:30



Practical objectives of exercise



Homework for next meeting



Cross-TT Working Group



COST-EOS WG4 discussion.

Leads: De Mey, Kourafalou, Hernandez,
Drévillon

End of day 4

Friday, 4 September

(Day 5)

Topics and presentations

Presenter

Session 3 (continued)

Session chair: Byoung-Ju Choi

09:00 – 09:20

Observing System Simulation Experiments in the
North Atlantic Ocean hurricane region: system
evaluation and regional applications

Villy Kourafalou (U. Miami, USA)

09:20 – 09:40

UK Environmental Prediction – coupled coastal
modelling at high resolution

09:40 – 10:00

Upgrade of the operational Global Real Time
Ocean Forecast System: Global and Regional
Metrics

10:00 – 10:30

Discussion on decisions taken on Thursday and
on specific Science Topics to be targeted

10:30 – 11:00

Coffee break

Session 4: Linkages with other groups
11:00 – 11:20

GODAE OceanView overview

11:20 – 11:40

Overview of the MEAP-TT activities

11:40 – 12:00

MITIN - How to link public bodies, private
enterprise and academia for coastal

Bricheno, Lucy (NOCL, UK)

Mehra, Avichal (NOAA, USA)
Leads: De Mey, Kourafalou, Hernandez,
Drévillon

Session chair: Emil Stanev
Kirsten Wilmer-Becker (UK Met Office)
Chris Edwards (UC Santa Cruz)
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Fabienne Vallée & Gunnar Tietze (The
Maritime Innovation Network "MiTIN”)

responsibility (see details on page 11)
12:00 – 12:30

Final discussion

12:30

Workshop closes

Leads: Pierre de Mey and Villy Kourafalou

Posters

Poster session

Session chairs:
Mike Herzfeld, Andre van der
Westhuysen and Claire Dufau

PC.1

An operational model for the Portuguese
Exclusive Economic Zone: downscaling from the
large scale to the regional level

Pinto, Ligia (MARETEC, Portugal)

PC.2

High-resolution operational forecasting of
extreme sea levels along the Portuguese coast

Tavares da Costa, Ricardo (LNEC, Portugal)

PC.3

From regional to local scale modelling on the
south-eastern Brazilian shelf: Case study of
Paranagua estuarine system

Stefanelo Franz , Guilherme Augusto
(MARETEC, Portugal)

PC.4

Eddy system representation on an assimilative
numerical model for Santos Basin region (Brazil)

Toste, Raquel (UFRJ, Brazil)

PC.5

Regional skill assessment of the SOCIB
forecasting system at various timescales in the
Western Mediterranean Sea

Juza, Melanie (SOCIB, Spain)

PC.6

On the steady evolution of the IBI-MFC Narval
Validation Web Tool: Novelties and Roadmap
from MyOcean to Copernicus

Lorente Jiminez, Pablo (Puertos del Estado,
Spain)

PC.7

North Sea-Baltic Sea Ocean State Predictions by
assimilating of temperature and salinity data

Staneva, Joanna (HZG, Institute for Coastal
Research, Germany)

PC.8

A coupled, 4-dimensional variational data
assimilation system for regional ocean state
estimation of physical and biological variables

Edwards, Christopher (University of
California Santa Cruz, USA)

PC.9

Numerical prediction of abrupt appearance of
strong current in the Southeastern Japan Sea

Hirose, Naoki (Kyushu University, Japan)

PC.10

Development of the Operational Oceanographic
System of Korea

Heo, Ki-Young (Korea Institute of Ocean
Science and Technology, South Korea)

PC.11

Analysis of Coastal Upwelling at the north of Gulf
of Guinea from operational model and
observations.

Kemgang Ghomsi, Franck Eitel (Fisheries
and Oceanographic Research Station –
IRAD, Cameroon)

PC.12

3D anisotropic-adaptive-mesh barotropic and
baroclinic modelling of idealized wind-driven
ocean circulation

PC.13

Forecasting drifter trajectories and particle dispersion
in the Caribbean using a Regional Operational
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You, Xiaobao (Imperial College London, UK)

Solano, Miguel (UTD)

Forecasting system

PA.1

Satellite scatterometry and radar altimetry
supporting storm surge modelling in the Adriatic
Sea

PA.2

A Global Coastal Altimetry Dataset for Coastal
Dynamics and Sea Level Research

Cipollini, Paolo (National Oceanography
Centre, UK)

PA.3

Evaluation of waves and currents using data
obtained by the Altika/Saral satellite, the Wave
Glider autonomous vehicle and numerical
modelling in the surroundings of the Nazaré
Canyon (Portugal)

Francisco Campuzano (MARETEC-IST,
Portugal)

PA.4

Impact studies of wide-swath altimetry
measurements on the quality of ocean mesoscale
features retrieved by variational data
assimilation

Wakamatsu, Tsuyoshi (JAMSTEC, Japan)

PA.5

Mesoscale eddies in the Western Mediterranean
Sea: characterization from satellite altimetry and
regional simulations

Escudier, Romain (SOCIB, Spain)

PA.6

Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring
Service Sea Level products

PA.7

Altimeter Products for Coastal and Shelf Seas on
AVISO website

PA.8

Radar Altimeter Database System products
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Vignudelli, Stefano (CNR, Italy)

Claire Dufau (CLS)
Jean-Damien Desjonqueres (CNES)
Remko Scharroo (EUMETSAT)
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Appendix C: Action list
No

Owner

4.1

KWB

4.2

KWB

4.3

Session
chairs

4.4

KWB

4.5

KWB & cochairs

4.6

PdM and
Fraser
Davidson

4.7

KWB

4.8

KWB

4.9

COSS-TT cochairs

4.10

Pierre De
Mey and
Fabrice
Hernandez
and KWB

Description
KWB in collaboration with Mauro Cirano, Claire
Dufau and the COSS-TT co-chair to collect and add
information to the system information table about
usage of altimetry data by regions and altimetry
applications (in collaboration with ARCOM group)
PO to set aside space on GOV website (COSS-TT
pages) for representation of joint COSS-TT/ARCOM
activities
All session chairs to send a half-page summary per
session to the programme office (KWB).
KWB to compile list of email addresses of all ICW4
participants and circulate to all.
KWB to set up a short (3-4 slides) presentation of
COSS-TT providing a generic overview of COSS-TT
(to be checked/finalised by COSS-TT co-chairs)
PdM and Fraser Davidson to discuss and agree COSSTT membership from DFO
KWB to update members list online and add new
members to the COSS-TT mailing lists.
KWB in discussion with co-chairs to organise the next
ICW5 workshop and contact potential hosts to agree
location/ venue, informing the COSS-TT community
when confirmed.
COSS-TT co-chairs to get in touch with GOV
Patrons to see if a number of volumes can be
bought for GOV and the TT.
Pierre and Fabrice are to contact people through
Kirsten in order to start those activities and keep
them active until ICW5 and the next IV-TT workshop.
•

Begin with a 1-pager summarising the rationale
and suggestion for paper structure

•

Set up questionnaire to collect feedback on
structure/content from community
contributors
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Status

Done (in
parts)
Done (in
appendix B)

